Abstract. In this note we refine the notion of conditionally negative definite kernels to the notion of conditionally strictly negative definite kernels and study its properties. We show that the class of these kernels carries some surprising rigidity, in particular, the word metric function on Coxeter groups is conditionally strictly negative definite if and only if the group is a free product of a number of copies of Z / 2Z 's and that the class of conditionally strictly negative definite kernels on a finite set is a one-parameter perturbation of the class of strictly positive definite kernels on this set. We also discuss several examples.
Introduction
The study of positive and negative (conditionally) definite kernels goes back to early results of A. Kolmogorov, I. Schoenberg and others. This simple notion has found several significant applications, for instance in proving the Haagerup approximation properties for several important classes of groups (the free groups, as shown by U. Haagerup in [Ha79] , Coxeter groups, as shown by M. Bożejko, T. Januszkiewicz and R. Spatzier in [BJS88] or groups acting on CAT(0) cube complexes, as shown by G. Niblo and L. Reeves in [NR97] ), and it is typically a highly non-trivial result to show that a given kernel is of this type (for instance, the fact that the metric of the hyperbolic space H n is conditionally negative definite required the effort done in [FH74] by J. Faraut and K. Harzallah). There are several equivalent definitions of a conditionally negative definite kernel (we will recall some of the definitions in subsection 2.1). One of them is described by certain inequality. In this note we propose a slight strengthening of this notion, called conditional strict negative definiteness, requiring that the aforementioned inequality is strict, and study properties of such kernels (we state the precise formulation in the beginning of consecutive section). In particular, we describe these kernels in terms of quadratic embeddings into Hilbert spaces (as Schoenberg did for conditionally negative definite kernels in [Sch38] ). It turns out that the behavior of such kernels is very rigid, which is expressed e.g. in the following theorem.
this kind of theorem is not true (i.e. the class of positive definite kernels can be deformed in a much more complicated way, as it will be clear from examples included in subsection 2.1).
Another point of view justifying the rigidity of the class is as follows. We consider the case of kernels defined by a function on a group (Toeplitz type kernels), the length functions are of greatest interest and appeared numerous times in the literature. The following hold: Theorem 1.2. The word metric on a Coxeter group Γ = S|R is conditionally strictly negative definite if and only if Γ is a free Coxeter group (i.e. Γ = n i=1 Z / 2Z ).
The word metric on an Artin group Γ = S|R is conditionally strictly negative definite if and only if Γ is a free group (i.e. Γ = n i=1 Z).
Note that while for general Coxeter groups the metric actually is conditionally negative definite (this was in fact the key result of [BJS88] ), the same question for general Artin groups remains unsolved. Our result may thus be regarded as a specialization of the result from [BJS88] on one hand, and a statement about the length on general Artin groups on the other: even if their word metric was conditionally negative definite, it surely is not conditionally strictly negative definite, apart from the trivial example described above.
The question of examples of kernels satisfying the assumptions is investigated further in the paper, as well as the question about their permanence properties. We discuss mainly discrete metric spaces as examples (as in Theorem 1.2). We show that the class of conditionally strictly negative definite kernels is closed under pointed sum, and hence closed under comb and star product of graphs. The key observation that leads to those results is based on a simple geometric description of these kernels (see subsection 2.3).
The note is organized as follows: in subsection 2.1 we give all necessery definitions and recall some facts about kernels. In subsection 2.2 we briefly discuss some facts from linear algebra needful to clarify the notation. The key ingredients in our note are contained in subsection 2.3, where we prove a lemma on quadratic embeddings of conditionally strictly negative definite kernels, and in subsection 2.4, where we formulate and prove a useful construction lemma. Most of our examples rely on these two lemmas. The subsection 2.5 is devoted to the discussion of an obstruction to being a strictly negative definite kernel and we exploit it in section 3 to describe some graph-theoretic examples and non-examples, in particular, we give the proof of Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.1. We conclude the note with an appendix not directly related to the arguments discussed in section 2, giving a simple proof of Schoenberg's result showing that Euclidean metric is a conditionally strictly negative definite kernel and discuss a continuous analogue of Theorem 1.2.
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Preliminaries
2.1. Definitions and generalities on kernels. Let c c (X) denote the set of all complex-valued functions on a set X with finite supports.
Definition. A map K: X × X → C is called a kernel on X. We say that a kernel K is hermitian, if K(x, y) = K(y, x). A hermitian kernel K will be called Schoenberg kernel if K(x, y) = K(y, x) ≥ 0 and K(x, x) = 0. We say that a hermitian kernel K is (strictly) positive definite, if
We say that K is conditionally (strictly) negative definite, if
One can also introduce analogous notions of (strictly) negative definite kernels and conditionally (strictly) positive definite kernels, but they amount to a change of sign of K. We will follow the convention that the kernels that are conditionally definite are assumed to be conditionally negative definite, the kernels that are unconditionally definite are assumed to be positive definite. Notice that in literature the term "conditionally" is often omitted. Let us also denote the classes of such kernels by acronyms of their names in brackets, i.e. (CND), (CSND) (PD), (SPD).
Let us notice that (SPD) kernels appeared several times in the literature ([CFS05, CMS03, P04a, P04b, Sun93] and references therein), whereas (CSND) kernels have not attracted enough attention so far, to our best knowledge. Let us also notice that, via Schur product and exponential function, pointwise exponential of a (CND) kernel is a (PD) kernel ( [Sch38] ) and pointwise exponential of an (CSND) kernel will be a (SPD) kernel, altough the assumption is not necesary (i.e. one may find a (CND), non-(CSND), kernel whose pointwise exponential is (SPD), see [Boz] ).
Remark. Observe that for a hermitian kernel K (which will be the assumption throughout the present article), it is enough to consider λ: X → R, since the imaginary part will always vanish.
Example 1. Let X be a set, let d : X × X → R be a pseudometric on X. Then d is a Schoenberg kernel.
Example 2. Let H be a Hilbert space equipped with an inner product ·|· , let α: X → H be any mapping. Then the kernel K(x, y) = α(x)|α(y) is (PD). If moreover (α(x)) x∈X are linearly independent, the kernel K is also (SPD).
Remark. It is also a well-known result (attributed to A. Kolmogorov or being the essence of the famous Gelfand-Naimark-Segal construction) that for any abstract (PD) kernel one can find a Hilbert space and a map α: X → H as in Example 2.
Example 3. Let A be any (PD) kernel on X and let F : X → C be any function.
In fact, for any (CND) kernel K one can find a (PD) kernel A and a function F so that the previous formula hold.
Example 4. Following the setting from Example 3, if A is (SPD), then K is (CSND). The converse also holds in the following sense. Given a (CSND) kernel K defined on X, one can find a set X ⊃ X (in fact X \ X is just a single point), a kernel A defined on X and a function F : X → C such that the restriction A| X×X is a (SPD) kernel and the equality above holds for all x, y ∈ X. The proof is just a slight modification of the argument showing the last assertion from Example 3
Remark. One can regard Theorem 1.1 as a refinement of the converse construction from Example 4, for Schoenberg kernels on a finite set X: it turns out that the function F can be chosen to be a constant function.
The (CND) kernels we now call Schoenberg kernels were characterized by I. Schoenberg in the following theorem:
, then there exist a real Hilbert space H and a mapping α: X → H such that
Important examples of kernels satisfying hypothesis of the theorem form a wide class of metric spaces (for which the metric is (CND)), as in Example 1. The map α is often called the quadratic embedding of a metric space into a Hilbert space
2 ). We will call the map α a quadratic embedding of a pair (X, K), where K is a (CND) Schoenberg kernel, even if it is not a one-to-one map, whenever this does not lead to misunderstanding. It is clear that any mapping α: X → H induces a kernel K: X × X → R via formula ( * ), and that the kernel K is (CND), so it is a characterization of (CND) Schoenberg kernels. Observe that if a (CND) kernel satisfies
, which is a (CND) Schoenberg kernel, thus the assumptions are not very restrictive. A natural question that we consider in following sections is whether the mapping α could have any additional properties provided that the kernel is (CSND). It turns out that this means exactly that the image of the quadratic embedding is an affinely independent subset of the Hilbert space.
2.2. Affine independence. Let V be a vector space over the real number field (generalization to an arbitrary field is straightforward) and fix a sequence of vectors v 0 , . . . , v n ∈ V . We set
It is clear that U and R n+1 0 are vector spaces, while W n need not be, although there exist a vector w ∈ W n such that W n − w is a vector subspace of V (unique if we also ask of w to be of smallest norm among vectors satisfying this property). Define the affine dimension of W n as the linear dimension of W n − w. We have the following Proposition 2.2. The following conditions are equivalent:
Let us call a system of vectors v 0 , . . . , v n ∈ V satisfying the equivalent conditions of Proposition 2.2 affinely independent. While conditions (a), (b), (c) are well known, the condition (d) seems to be lesser known, so we give a proof for completeness.
Proof. (b) ⇐⇒ (d):
It is clear that three points in a plane are either contained in a single line or contained in a single circle. We prove the assertion by induction on dimension: assume (b), i.e. if v 1 − v 0 , . . . , v n − v 0 are linearly independent then so are v 1 − v 0 , . . . , v n−1 − v 0 and by induction there is a unique (n − 2)-dimensional sphere S in {v n − v 0 } ⊥ (the orthogonal complement is regarded in standard scalar product) containing v 1 , . . . , v n−1 : call its center x. Consider a family of (n − 1)-dimensional spheres S t with centers in x + t · (v n − v 0 ) for t ∈ R and radii such that {v n − v 0 } ⊥ ∩ S t = S for all t ∈ R -it is clear that for each t there is only one such radius. Of course only for a single value of t = τ the sphere S τ contains the point v n and if any other sphere S also satisfies this assertion, it satisfies also {v n − v 0 } ⊥ ∩ S = S, so it coincides with S τ . Conversely: given v 0 , . . . , v n not satisfying (b) and given (n − 1)-dimensional sphere S satisfying condition (d), we can find in V a line orthogonal to span{v 1 − v 0 , . . . , v n − v 0 } and moving the center of S along this direction in the way described in previous part we get an infinite family of spheres containing v 1 , . . . , v n , so d is not satisfied.
Remark. The assertion (d)
).
An immediate consequence of Proposition 2.2 is the following: 
so for any λ: X → R satisfying x∈X λ(x) = 0 we have
Thus, by Proposition 2.2(c), K is (CSND) if and only if the vectors {α(x) : x ∈ X} are affinely independent.
Corollary 2.5. The minimal dimension of the Hilbert space H admitting the quadratic embedding of a (CSND) kernel on a set X is equal to #X − 1.
2.4. Construction lemma. The construction discussed in the present section is a simple adaptation of a construction given in [Bo89] . For i = 1, 2, let X i be a set, e i ∈ X i a distinguished point and let K i be a kernel on X i . Consider a pointed set X = X 1 e1 e2 X 2 := X 1 X 2 / ∼, where the relation is given by e 1 ∼ e 2 . In the graph theory this construction is usually called the Markov sum of graphs, while in the topology wedge sum of topological spaces. We will denote this space simply by X 1 X 2 . Now, we define a kernel on X:
The Markov sum is important from the point of view of free probability and spectral analysis on graphs: the adjacency matrix of a graph X which is a Markov sum of two other graphs, viewed as an operator on 2 (X) can be represented as a sum of two boolean independent operators: the adjacency matrices of the summand graphs (in the natural vacuum state). It also applies to other graph-theoretic constructions like the comb product (associated with monotone independence) or the free product (associated with free independence), a nice reference for those is [HO07] . One has the following Lemma 2.6. If two kernels K i defined on X i e i , i = 1, 2, are (CSND) Schoenberg kernels, so is K on X 1 X 2 .
Proof. Let α i : X i → H i , i = 1, 2, be two quadratic embeddings associated to these kernels. Since composition with a translation preserves ( * ), one may assume that α i (e i ) = 0. Define α = α 1 ⊕α 2 : X 1 X 2 → H 1 ⊕H 2 , it is clear that the kernel induced by the map α via the equality ( * ) is precisely K: this is due to the definition of the kernel K and Pythagorean theorem by orthogonality of summands; once again thanks to orthogonality of summands, the image under α of the set X 1 X 2 is affinely independent and our conclusion follows from Lemma 2.4(b).
Remark. Let us note that this lemma could be proved completely algebraically, without restriction to the case Schoenberg kernels. The proof relies on a similar type of argument, but needs some technical computations. Details, in the case of (CND) kernels, can be found in [Boz] .
2.5. An obstruction. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph, the path metric ∂ on V is defined by setting ∂(x, y) to be the length of shortest path connecting x, y ∈ V .
Remark. If G 0 ⊂ G is a subgraph such that the inclusion is an isometric embedding of metric spaces, then the metric on G 0 inherits spectral properties from G. In particular, if G 0 is a subgraph such that its metric is not (CSND), the metric of G does not have this property.
Lemma 2.7. If the shortest cycle in a graph has even length, then the metric is not (CSND).
Proof. Since the shortest cycle is always isometrically embedded, it is enough to restrict our attention to this cycle of even length. On such a cycle one can find a set of four vertices (x i ) 4 i=1 such that two of them are antipodes of the other two. In particular, the matrix of distances between them is of the form
It is now easy to see that the vector v = (1, −1, 1, −1) is in kernel of the matrix D, so the assertion follows from Lemma 2.4(a).
Applications and graph theoretic examples
The comb product of graphs (cf. [HO07, Ob07] ) is constructed in a similar way to Markov product of graphs (cf. subsection 2.4): given two graphs (V 1 , E 1 ), (V 2 , E 2 ) and distinguished point v 2 ∈ V 2 , we form a graph V = V 1 v2 V 2 = V 1 V 2 by attaching to each point of V 1 a copy of V 2 based in v 2 . Formally, enumerate elements of
Thanks to the construction lemma from subsection 2.4 and desription of V as inductive limit, we have the following Proposition 3.1. If V i are graphs whose metrics are (CSND), then so is the metric on V 1 V 2 .
The free product of graphs is a little more laborious to construct and more details can be found in [ALS07] . We begin with defining free product of pointed sets: for a family (S i , e i ) i∈I their free product is a pointed set (S, e) = ( i∈I S i , e) defined as follows:
The set of vertices of free product of graphs is i∈I (V i , v i ). The set of edges of the free product of graphs (V i , E i ) i∈I is defined as follows:
Because in G 1 G 2 one can find an increasing sequence of graphs {H n } satisfying:
• H n is a result of finitely many operations of Markov sums with summands G 1 , G 2 and previously constructed graphs,
we have the following Proposition 3.2. Given two graphs with distinguished vertices (V i , v i ), i = 1, 2, whose metrics are (CSND), the metric on V 1 V 2 is also (CSND).
The most important application of this lemma is when we consider the Cayley graphs of discrete groups. We have Proposition 3.3. If Γ i = S i |R i , i = 1, 2 are discrete groups such that the path metric on Cay(Γ i , S i ) is (CSND), so is the metric on Cay(G 1 G 2 , S 1 ∪ S 2 ).
Proof. It is enough to observe Cay(Γ 1 , S 1 ) Cay(Γ 2 , S 2 ) = Cay(G 1 G 2 , S 1 ∪ S 2 ), where the first denotes free product of graphs, and the other denotes the free product of groups.
Observe that graphs having ≤ 3 vertices have (CSND) metrics because of arithmetic reasons, so this gives us the following Corollary 3.4. The path metric on the graph Cay( i∈I Z / 2Z , {1 i : i ∈ I}) (the Cayley graph of free Coxeter group or the #I-regular tree), is (CSND).
Corollary 3.5. The path metric on any tree is (CSND). In particular, so is the word metric on free groups.
Proof. It is enough to observe that any tree T can be isometrically embedded in a regular tree: let κ = t∈T deg(t) and for κ-regular tree the assertion holds.
Proposition 3.6. Metric of every complete graph K n+1 is (CSND) for any n ∈ N.
Proof. Since every subgraph of complete graph is again complete, it is enough to consider λ with full support. Let D be the distance matrix for K n+1 . One has
, which finishes the proof by Lemma 2.4(a).
Corollary 3.7. (CSND) is a property of a metric, not a group.
Proof. Let us consider the group Z / 4Z . The metric on Cay( Z / 4Z , {0, 1, 2, 3}) is (CSND) by Proposition 3.6, while by Lemma 2.7, the metric on Cay( Z / 4Z , {1, 3}) is not. Proof. Let us identify the (2n + 1)-gon with the set X = {1, 2, . . . , 2n + 1}. For a subset A ⊆ X, let τ A = χ A − χ A be the function which is +1 on set A and −1 on its complement. Up to a normalization constant, one has a quadratic embedding:
..,2k−1} , for 1 ≤ k ≤ n + 1 and it is now easy to see that the image of (2n + 1)-gon under this mapping is linearly independent.
Yet another evidence that the property (CSND) has much more to do with the graph structure, not the group structure, is contained in the following Proposition 3.9. The property that the path metric is (CSND) is not stable under amalgamated free product.
Z / 9Z = a, b|a 9 , a 3 b −3 , with the natural generating set coming from (CSND) graphs Z / 9Z = a|a 9 . The shortest relation in the group G (a 3 = b 3 ) is of even length and the conclusion follows from the Lemma 2.7.
Definition. Let S be a semigroup, for a positive integer k ∈ N define the alternating product of length k, ·, · k : S × S → S by the formula s, t k = stst . . . st (each of the letter s, t appears exactly m times for k = 2m) and s, t k = stst . . . sts (the letter t appears exactly m times, while s appears m + 1 times, when k = 2m + 1).
Definition. Let S be a set and let a list of coefficients m s,t = m t,s ∈ {2, 3, . . .} ∪ {∞}, where s = t ∈ S, be given. A group G given by the presentation G = S|R is called an Artin group if the set of relations is of the following form: R = { s, t ms,t = t, s ms,t : s, t ∈ S} (by convention, s, t ∞ = t, s ∞ is read as: none of s, t k = t, s k with k = 2, 3, . . . holds). A Coxeter group with generating set S and list of coefficients m s,t = m t,s ∈ {2, 3, . . .} ∪ {∞}, s = t ∈ S, is a quotient of an Artin group with generating set S and list of coefficients m s,t by the normal subgroup generated by {s 2 : s ∈ S}.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Assume that relation of the form s, t ms,t = t, s ms,t holds in G for some s, t ∈ S, s = t and 2 ≤ m st < ∞. Then its word metric is not (CSND). Indeed, for s = t ∈ S such that m s,t ≥ 2 is minimal among all the coefficients, the subgroup generated by those elements, {s, t} ⊆ G, provides a cycle of length 2m s,t ≥ 4 in the Cayley graph (with respect to the generating set S), which is isometrically embedded (due to minimality). Thus one direction follows by Lemma 2.7, while the other implication is already shown in Corollary 3.4.
Remark. The proof of the fact that the word length of a free Coxeter group is (CSND) can be also given in terms of its Tits representation, describing appropriate combinatorial structures (root system and Weyl chambers).
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let α be the quadratic embedding for the kernel K, we may assume that the target Hilbert space H of α is #X-dimensional. Since {α(x) : x ∈ X} is a finite set of points lying on a single sphere (by Proposition 2.2(d) and Lemma 2.4(b)) with center e ∈ H and radius r > 0, by composing α with translation by −e we can assume that they all have same norm α(x) = r. Now if 0 / ∈ aff span{α(x) : x ∈ X} we are done thanks to Fact 2.3:
and α(x)|α(y) is strictly positive definite by Example 2. If 0 ∈ aff span{α(x) : x ∈ X}, take any non-zero v ∈ {α(x) : x ∈ X} ⊥ (which is possible due to Fact 2.3 and assumption that dim H = #X) and once again compose α with translation by v. Now, as α(x) + v 2 = r 2 + v 2 does not depend on x, the vectors {α(x) + v : x ∈ X} remain affinely independent. In particular, λ(x) = 0 for all x ∈ X) and now α(x)+v can play the role of α(x) in the calculations from the previous step.
Appendix
We provide a simple proof of a theorem due to Schoenberg; it will be useful in producing a continuous example of a (CSND) kernel and in Corollary C which is a continuous analogue of Theorem 1.2. Recall the following classical result:
for t > 0, where the constant c k = Γ( λ(x)λ(y)
the last equality is due to Lebesgue monotone convergence theorem. Observe that the expression under integral is non-zero, since the functions e 2πi ·|x are linearly independent (in one dimensional case it is a well known fact thanks to the Vandermonde determinant; the general case may be reduced to the one-dimensional case: because X ⊆ R k is finite, one may find a line Rv intersecting x,y∈X, x =y {x − y} ⊥ = R k only in 0 ∈ R k ), so the integral is strictly positive.
Remark. This type of reasoning is classical in harmonic analysis and a similar result could be obtained a different method, cf. [Bal92, Bax91, Mic86, MS89, Sch38, Sch37]. We owe the main idea of the proof to M. Bożejko.
A metric space (X, d) is called an R-tree, if any two points x, y ∈ X can be connected by an unique arc (topological embedding of a closed interval) and this arc is a geodesic segment (i.e. the embedding of a closed interval is isometric). A reasonable reference for the theory and applications of R-trees is [Be99] . A notion of R-graph is not well established in the literature, altough the general idea is rather folklore: it should locally look like an R-tree, but there might be some S 1 embedded into it. There are several ways to formalize of this idea, but for our purposes it will be enough to consider the case where we do not allow circles of arbitrary small length in a neighbourhood of a single point. We call a metric space (X, d) an Rgraph if for any point x ∈ X there exists an ε > 0 such that the ball B(x, ε) with the restricted metric is an R-tree.
Corollary C. A metric on R-graph X is conditionally strictly negative definite if and only if X is an R-tree.
Proof. We begin with the observation, that an R-graph X is an R-tree if and only if there is no isometrically embedded S 1 . Indeed, if there is one, then there are several arcs joining the antipodal points of the circle. If there are multiple arcs joining some points x, y and they are geodesic segments, they constitute an isometrically embedded circle. Now, if there is an isometrically embedded circle, an analogue of Lemma 2.7 (for k, n ∈ R >0 ) gives us implication in one direction. To prove the converse it is enough to observe that for given finite set of points in X, they lie on finitely many branches of the R-tree, so we conclude by recalling the wedge sum Lemma 2.6 and Schoenberg's Theorem B.
The above corollary recovers, in particular, a well-known result of M. Bożejko ([Bo89] ) that the metric on R-tree is conditionally negative definite. Of course, a similar way one can produce a list of less obvious examples, like i∈I R ki . Although they are all CAT(0) spaces, so they do not give new examples of spaces on which a group could act to have the Haagerup approximation property. On the other hand, a plane with jungle river metric or SNCF metric are examples that might not come to mind quickly.
